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About This Game

Perfect if you want to to have an extremely short and different experience.
The Master is a first-person stairs climbing game. The goal is to reach to top.

Warning: You may find this game boring!

Contains hidden secrets.
Contains online features: place panels that others can see when they play. You can see their panels too!

Please rate the game if you finish it, to help knowing The Master.
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Title: The Master
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Gem Rose Accent, Corentin Derbré
Publisher:
Gem Rose Accent
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.0 GHz or faster

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4600 or higher

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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a fun and challenging old-school rpg style game.
. Pretty terrible Snood-esque game with the worms franchise shoehorned in.. Everone lives in the uncanny valey. The goal of the
game is to stop goblins from killing a kitten with traps.

Horrible gameplay
Horrible graphics
Horrible soundtrack (notice how soundtrack doesn't have a ''s'' at the end, guess why)
Horrible AI
Horrible game.. Not sure why I like ETS2, or this game so much. It is very relaxing most of the time, though the AI has it's
moments where it becomes frustrating. It's not the most accurate sim, or fair either if you have detours on. You have more exits
and roads in real life and in ETS2 while this game has fewer options. But it is still fun, and you can turn off detours. I play with
a Steam controller so I am missing a lot of buttons like drop axle and retarder and whatnot, I have them set to auto. I still have
functions like shifting, parking brake, diff lock, the more fun or important things to have bound. And that's what it's about, fun.
You can customize and turn off a lot of things. You never have to park a trailer yourself if you don't want to.Turn off traffic
offenses, rain, detours etc.
Devs are constantly working on content to add, though work is slow due to licensing and the quality.
Only real complaint is how the torque\/hp works in this game. They SEVERELY underestimate how much pulling power these
trucks have. I have my transmission selected properly for towing heavy loads but there are times you have to slow to a crawl on
a main highway, like 25mph or slower and downshift constantly to avoid stalling, with a 2150ft lb torque engine. Even if you
stay at the RPM where the "Peak torque" is supposedly, doesn't help at all.. I want to hang myself now.

10/10 would never play again. Well, after about an hour of play i can tell you this Beta is a bit clunky at best.
The combat is minimalistinc and simple.
The hostiles try to get up in your face and you have to strafe to get them off you.
The movement in the game is very uncomfortable. Simple WASD and Q/E to roll left and right. Your ship is either sitting still
or moving at full speed. There is no ajustable throttle.
I honestly feel like im playing a bad port of a handheld game.
The game seems to have a LOT of zoning. Portal after portal to simply move a short distance.

The voice acting(ONE actual live person so far) Is Average. The rest of the time it is HORRIBLE Robo voice.
And the Female A.I. EVE is a bad attempt at the ASTRA voice pack from the voice attack software used by Elite Dangerous.

I have made it to the point in the game where you are finally on a station full of Aliens.(All males in this universe?). The
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mission is to find someone who can help you cure a mysterious disease. Well, I have walked around the station three times and
cant figure it out. So ill quit playing for a few days and hope there is some sort of waypoint system implimented so i dont need
to talk to 50 badly programed AI again.

Maybe this game will be worth playing after a couple more months of development.
Maybe they will take the money and run. Who knows.. If the Far Cry series was represented by Tim Curry's acting career then
Far Cry 5 would take place after Tim Curry's stroke.

This is the most accurate and politically incorrect way to describe Far Cry 5 in a gaming review.
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It's incredible much fun, the animations are so lovely and the Game easy to learn. The Gamepad and Mouse & Keyboard
Controls works fine. There are some issues with the camera and a few bugs but if you love the cute Worms you will love
Ultimate Mayhem. It's not a Strategy Game like the 2D Games, more a Arcade - Fun Game but I can't stop playing it.. :) Feel
free to add me if you want to play a round and Team 17, pls add Trading Cards and the Steam Workshop.. It's a free download
and a highly enjoyable read. I would strongly recommend this to any fan of the Hotline Miami series.. great fun , arcade style ,
great graphics . looks and plays awesome. This was awesome. Never before have I felt such rush whilst chopping someones head
off.

If you like Conan barbarian you'll love this.. An entertaining documentary that provides a glimpse into the (often eccentric)
people behind some of the most entertaining and interesting indie games. It focuses heavily on the machinations that influences
these developers' art. Unexpectedly emotional - touching on personal loss and the unfortunate rise of misogyny and on-line
abuse towards female, homosexual, and transgender people in and around the industry of game development.

Well shot with a nice score. The streaming quality was superb.. Amazing game. If you like Break-Out clones with a twist, this
game is for you. As other players have mentioned, you will have a good laugh to.. I've only had a chance to play a short amount
so far (about an hour or so) but this is exactly what I was hoping for. The maps are nearly identical from what I can tell from
Exile.

If you're looking for nostalgia factor, this game will give it to you.

Buy this game!. While it's alright, it still needs a lot of work. The devs are great and listen to their fanbase, which is already a
plus, and the game itself is decent, but there is signifigant room for improvement.
First thing's first, it NEEDS a faster pace. For a vehicular combat game, it feels as though you're moving at a walking pace
which is a huge no-no, I'd reccommend increasing the speed of every vehicle moderately.
Number two is the lack of maps and decent map rotation. I am not sure how many maps there are, but I've only played four, two
of which for nearly every game, both winter themed.
 Fix this up, game's going to be great.
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